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Collapse and reverse to collapse explosion transition in self-gravitating systems are studied by
molecular dynamics simulations. A microcanonical ensemble of point particles confined to a spherical
box is considered; the particles interact via an attractive soft Coulomb potential. It is observed that
the collapse in the particle system indeed takes place when the energy of the uniform state is put
near or below the metastability-instability threshold (collapse energy), predicted by the mean-field
theory. Similarly, the explosion in the particle system occurs when the energy of the core-halo
state is increased above the explosion energy, where according to the mean field predictions the
core-halo state becomes unstable. For a system consisting of 125 – 500 particles, the collapse takes
about 105 single particle crossing times to complete, while a typical explosion is by an order of
magnitude faster. A finite lifetime of metastable states is observed. It is also found that the mean-
field description of the uniform and the core-halo states is exact within the statistical uncertainty
of the molecular dynamics data.
PACS numbers: 64.60.-i 02.30.Rz 04.40.-b 05.70.Fh
INTRODUCTION
Systems of particles interacting via a potential with at-
tractive nonintegrable large r asymptotics, U(r) ∼ r−α,
0 < α < 3, and sufficiently short-range small r regu-
larization exhibit gravitational phase transition between
a relatively uniform high energy state and a low-energy
state with a core-halo structure [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10]. Ex-
tensive mean-field (MF) studies of the equilibrium prop-
erties of such systems [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10] revealed
that in a microcanonical ensemble during such a transi-
tion entropy has to undergo a discontinuous jump from
a state that just ceases to be a local entropy maximum
to a state with the same energy but different tempera-
ture, which is the global entropy maximum. Due to the
long-range nature of gravitational interaction, the MF
studies are believed to provide asymptotically (in the in-
finite system limit) exact information about the density
and the velocity distributions and other thermodynami-
cal parameters of the uniform state. The applicability of
the MF theory to the description of the core-halo state
is less obvious as the properties of a core are controlled
by the short-range asymptotics of the potential.
Relatively little is known about how such a transi-
tion actually occurs, however. Youngkins and Miller [4]
performed a Molecular Dynamics (MD) study of a one-
dimensional system consisting of concentric spherical
shells. Their main emphasis was to check the MF de-
scription of the stable and metastable states rather than
to study the dynamics of the phase transition itself.
Cerruti-Sola, Cipriani, and Pettini [13] studied the phase
diagram of a more realistic 3-dimensional particle system
by using Monte Carlo and MD methods. Their studies
again focused on the equilibrium properties of the system
rather than on the dynamics of the transitions. In addi-
tion, their general conclusions about the second order of
the gravitational phase transition apparently contradict
the MF results [2, 5, 6, 10].
Here, we attempt to resolve this contradiction. A MF
description of the dynamics of collapse in ensembles of
self-gravitating Brownian particles with a bare 1/r in-
teraction based on a Smoluchowski equation was devel-
oped by Chavanis et al [8]. It predicts a self-similar
evolution of the central part of density distribution to
a finite-time singularity. However, the precise nature of
the random force and friction terms in the corresponding
Fokker-Plank equation as well as the applicability of the
overdamped limit used to reduce the Fokker-Plank equa-
tion to the Smoluchowski equation are not entirely under-
stood. A more rigorous approach based on the Fokker-
Plank equation with Landau collision integral was used
by Lancellotti and Kiessling [15] to prove a scaling prop-
erty of the central part of the density profile. The model
considered there allows the particles to escape to infin-
ity and therefore does not have an equilibrium or even a
metastable state.
There exists a vast amount of literature on
cosmologically- and astrophysically- motivated studies
of the temporal evolution of naturally occurring self-
gravitating systems (see, e.g., Ref. [14] and references
therein). The selection of systems and their initial
and final conditions made in such studies are typically
astrophysically-motivated; the considered systems are of-
ten too complex to make a general conclusions about the
phase diagrams and phase transitions in such systems.
In this paper we present MD studies of gravitational
collapse, and reverse to collapse, i.e., explosion, transi-
tions in a microcanonical ensemble of self-attracting par-
ticles. Besides their pure statistical mechanical impli-
cations, these studies represent our attempt to bridge a
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FIG. 1: Plots of entropy s(ǫ) (solid line) and inverse tem-
perature β(ǫ) = ds/dǫ (dashed line) vs. energy ǫ for a system
with a gravitational phase transition and a short-range cutoff.
gap between the usually complicated MD and hydrody-
namic simulations of the realistic astrophysical systems
and the MF analysis of the phase diagram of simple self-
gravitating models.
A system with soft Coulomb potential −(r2 + r20)
−1/2
is considered. Such systems are have been studied us-
ing both MF theory (see, e.g., Refs. [5, 10]) and simu-
lations [13]. We chose the microcanonical ensemble as
the most fundamental one for the long-range interacting
systems. It has to be noted that the considered system
is strongly ensemble-dependent: While the nature of the
uniform state is the same in both microcanonical and
canonical ensembles (apart form the difference in their
stability range), the core-halo states and the collapse it-
self in these ensembles have very little in common with
each other [6, 8].
A MF phase diagram of the considered self-attracting
microcanonical system is presented in Fig. (1) [5, 10].
High- and low-energy branches terminating at the ener-
gies ǫcoll and ǫexpl correspond to the uniform and core-
halo states. The energy ǫ∗ where the entropies of the
core-halo and uniform states are equal is the energy of
the true phase transition; the uniform and the core-halo
states are metastable in the energy intervals (ǫcoll, ǫ
∗) and
(ǫ∗, ǫexpl), respectively. However, for the phase transition
to occur at or near ǫ∗, a macroscopic-scale fluctuation
with prohibitively low entropy is required. Consequently,
the metastable branches are stable everywhere except at
the vicinity of ∆ǫ ∼ N−2/3 of their end-points ǫcoll and
ǫexpl [10, 12], where N is the number of particles in the
system. Hence it is natural to assume that once the en-
ergy of the system in the uniform state is set sufficiently
near above or below ǫcoll, the system will undergo a col-
lapse to a core-halo state with the same energy and higher
entropy. Similarly, if the energy of the core-halo system is
set sufficiently near below or above ǫexpl, the system will
undergo an explosion bringing it to a uniform state with
the same energy and higher entropy. Our goal here is to
study if and how such collapse and explosion proceed in a
realistic three-dimensional N-particle dynamical system.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion we formally introduce the system, outline the MF
analysis and describe the MD setup. Then, we present
the simulation results for the equilibrium uniform and
core-halo states and compare them to the MF predic-
tions. After that we describe and interpret the observed
dynamics of the collapse and the explosion transitions.
A discussion of the obtained results concludes the paper.
SIMULATION
We consider a system consisting ofN identical particles
of unit mass confined to a spherical container of radius
R with reflecting walls. The particles interact via the
attractive soft Coulomb pair potential −(r2 + r20)
−1/2.
Using a traditional convention for self-gravitating sys-
tems in which the equilibrium properties of such systems
become universal, we define rescaled energy ǫ, inverse
temperature β, distance x, velocity u, and time τ as
ǫ ≡ E
R
N2
x ≡
r
R
β ≡
N
RT
(1)
u ≡ v
√
R
N
τ ≡ t
N1/2
R3/2
.
The unit of time, often referred to as crossing time,
[t] = R
3/2
N1/2
, is obtained by dividing the unit of length
R by the unit of velocity
√
N/R. This unit of time is
also proportional to the period of plasma oscillations in
a medium with the charge concentration N/R3. As this
time unit has purely kinematic origin, we do not expect
the evolution of systems having different N and R to
be universal in time τ . The evolution, assuming that
it is collisional, is expected to be universal in the relax-
ation time τr = τ
lnN
N [11], where the factor N/ lnN is
proportional to the number of crossings a typical particle
needs to change its velocity by a factor of 2 through weak
Coulomb scattering events.
The soft core radius x0 = r0/R = 5×10
−3 is chosen to
be well below the critical value xgr ≈ 0.021, above which
the collapse-explosion transition is replaced by a normal
first-order phase transition [10].
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FIG. 2: MF density profiles ρu(x) of a uniform state (dashed
line) and ρc−h(x) of a core-halo state (solid line) for ǫ = ǫcoll
The MF theory of the system is described in de-
tail in Ref. [5]. The equilibrium velocity distribution is
Maxwellian and isothermal, while the equilibrium (sad-
dle point) density profile ρ(x) corresponding a stable
or a metastable state, is a spherically symmetric so-
lution of the integral equation (2). This equation re-
places the Poisson-Boltzmann differential equation for
the self-consistent potential (see, for example, Ref. [1])
since the interparticle interaction considered here is not
pure Coulombic.
ρ(x) = ρ0F [ρ(.),x]
F [ρ(.),x] = exp
[
β
∫
ρ(x′)√
(x− x′)2 + x20
d3x′
]
β =
3
2
[
ǫ+
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(x1)ρ(x2)√
(x1 − x2)2 + x20
d3x1d
3
x2
]−1
(2)
ρ0 =
{∫
F [ρs(.),x]d
3
x
}−1
The equilibrium density profile ρ(x) obtained from this
equation is then used to calculate the entropy and the
pressure.
The MF phase diagram of the system is presented in
Fig. 1. The collapse and explosion energies are ǫcoll ≈
−0.339 and ǫexpl ≈ 0.267. Examples of the uniform and
the core-halo density profiles for ǫ = ǫcoll are shown in
Fig. 2.
In the MD simulations we consider a system consist-
ing of N = 125 – 500 particles in a spherical container
of the radius R = 1. All interparticle forces are cal-
culated directly at each time step dt. This is done to
avoid any mean-field-like effects inevitably present in any
truncated multipole or Fourier potential expansion. The
particle velocities and coordinates are updated according
to the velocity-Verlet algorithm which is symplectic and
reversible.
The system is initialized by randomly distributing par-
ticles according to a spherically symmetric density pro-
file; typically the appropriate MF density profile ρ(x)
was used. The potential energy (U) of the initial con-
figuration is calculated, and the target kinetic energy
Ek = E − U is determined. The particle velocities are
randomly generated from some (usually Maxwell) dis-
tribution with the appropriate square average. Finally,
the deviation of the total energy from its target value,
caused by a stochasticity in velocity assignment, is de-
termined, and the velocities are rescaled to fine-tune the
total energy. Due to the isotropicity of the random veloc-
ity assignment, we have always obtained the states with
sufficiently low total angular momentum which collapsed
to single-core states rather than to binaries [16].
To implement the reflective boundary condition, at
each time step the normal components v⊥ of the veloci-
ties of all particles which had escaped from the container
were reversed. Values of the normal components were
stored to evaluate the pressure on the wall P .
P (t) =
∑t′=t+t′′/2
t′=t−t′′/2 v⊥(t
′)
2πR2t′′
(3)
During each simulation run we measured such charac-
teristics as the kinetic energy ǫkin =
3
2β , the virial vari-
able σ (dimension of energy) quantifying deviations from
the virial theorem, σ ≡ ǫ+ ǫkin −
3PV R
N2 (where P is the
pressure on the wall, V = 4πR3/3 is volume of the con-
tainer, and the factor N2/R rescales the volume-pressure
term to the unit of energy introduced in (1)), ratio of
the velocity moments, 19〈v
2〉2
5〈v4〉 (which should be 1 for the
Maxwell distribution), and the number of particles in the
core Nc of the prescribed radius xc. For the last measure-
ment we count the number of particles Ni that are within
xc from the ith particle and find the particle which has
the largest Ni.
In addition, we measured the histograms of the veloc-
ity distribution and radial distribution functions, W (u)
and C(x), respectively. The latter was defined as the
number of particles in the spherical layer of the radius x
around each particle, normalized by the volume of such
layer, disregarding the nonuniformity of the system and
the boundary effect.
The measurements of the ”scalar” quantities such as
energy, kinetic energy, pressure, and velocity distribu-
tion moments were taken in time intervals τmeas, which
were selected sufficiently long to avoid measuring the un-
changed configuration repeatedly and sufficiently short
not to miss the important details of the system evolution.
We usually pick τmeas of the order of the uniform density
sphere crossing time τucross = π, which is a half period of
the oscillation of a particle released with zero velocity at
the container wall. The histogram data, such as the ve-
locity distribution and the radial distribution functions,
4was incremented at each τmeas and accumulated over a
longer time period τhist, τhist ∼ 10 – 10
3 × τmeas.
Our attempts to resolve the high-density part of the
radial density profile of the system turned out to be fruit-
less due to the strong fluctuations in the positions of this
part. This fluctuations result in smearing the central
peak in both core-halo and low energy uniform states.
Considering the center of mass system of reference does
not resolve this difficulty, as, despite being dense, the
core typically contains only 10 – 20% of the total system
mass (see below) and the positions of the core and the
center of mass of the system do not usually coincide.
To control the quality of the simulation, we monitored
the total energy ǫ and the total angular momentum L.
We selected timestep dt small enough to keep the total
energy variation within 0.01% of its initial value, usually
we used dt = 10−5, or in rescaled units, dτ ∼ 10−4.
For such time steps, the relative deviation of the angular
momentum was within 10−14.
All the measurements below are presented in the
rescaled dimensionless units as defined in Eq. (1).
UNIFORM AND CORE-HALO EQUILIBRIUM
STATES: COMPARISON TO THE MF
To check our simulation procedure and possibly re-
solve the apparent contradiction between the MF and
the particle simulation results [13], we first considered
the system in what we expected to be a stable or a
metastable states far away from a transition point. Since
we were interested in the equilibrium properties, we were
initiating the MD systems according the corresponding
MF predictions. It meant that the density profiles were
seeded according to the MF profiles and the velocities
were assigned according to the Maxwell distribution. We
observed that the MF density initiation virtually elimi-
nates the transitory period, while the method of velocity
assignment was practically unimportant, provided that
it gave the correct value for the total kinetic energy.
For example, it takes a system initialized with a flat
W (u) = const about τ ∼ τr to evolve to the Maxwell
distribution.
A typical plot of the steady state time dependence of
the kinetic energy, virial variable, and the total energy is
presented in Fig. 3.
The comparison between the MD measurements and
the MF results for the uniform and core-halo states is
presented in Tables I and II and reveals a perfect agree-
ment between these two sets of data. To obtain the
expression for the MF virial variable
σMF = ǫ+ ǫkin(1− 8πρ(1)/3) (4)
we write for the pressure at the container wall P =
2ρ(x = 1)ǫkin/3 implying that the system is isothermal.
Since the interparticle potential is not pure Coulombic,
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FIG. 3: Plots of time dependence of kinetic energy ekin (solid
line), virial variable σ (dashed line), and total energy ǫ (dotted
line) for a uniform system of N = 250 particles at e = −0.3.
TABLE I: Equilibrium MD and MF results for a uniform state
for ǫ = −0.3, N = 250, and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 5000
MD MF
ǫ −0.3± 5× 10−7 -0.3
ǫkin 0.66 ± 0.05 0.644
σ 0± 0.03 0.012
19〈v2〉2/5〈v4〉 1.01 ± 0.04 1
the virial variable is non-zero. The difference is especially
prominent for the core-halo states where more particles
”probe” the short-range part of the potential.
To evaluate the core radius and number of core parti-
cles of the core-halo system, we considered an integrated
MF density profile, f(x) =
∫ x
0
4πy2ρ(y)dy (see Fig. 4).
As it follows from the Figure, the MF core-halo state in-
deed contains a distinct core with a sharp boundary of
the radius xc ≈ 10
−2 relatively insensitive to the energy
in the range we considered, |ǫ| < 0.5. Using this MF core
radius, we located cores in the MD core-halo systems
which contained very similar to the MF cores number
TABLE II: Equilibrium MD and MF results for a core-halo
state at ǫ = −0.339, N = 250, and 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1500
MD MF
ǫ −0.3392 ± 2× 10−4 -0.339
ǫkin 2.9± 0.1 2.94
σ −1.5± 0.1 -1.46
19〈v2〉2/5〈v4〉 0.99± 0.03 1
Ncore 48± 2 47.6
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FIG. 4: Integrated MF density profiles fu(x) of a uniform
state (dashed line) and fc−h(x) of a core-halo state (solid line)
for ǫ = ǫcoll
of particles (see Table II). Using smaller core radius re-
sulted in significant reduction in the number of observed
core particles. A reasonably small over-estimation of the
core radius did not affect the results of the MD measure-
ments: we observed that even in the sphere twice the
core radius the number of particles is only marginally (at
most by 8%) larger than in the core.
To check if the system has more than one core, we
performed search for the second-largest core of the same
radius xc. We looked for a largest group of particles
which are within xc from a single particle with none of
these particles belonging to the first, largest core. We
never observed the second-largest core containing more
than 2 particles; most of the time it contained only a
single one.
In Fig. 5 we present the MD velocity distribution func-
tions W (u) for a core-halo and uniform states; shown
W (u) confirm the MF prediction for the Maxwellian form
of these distributions.
As we mentioned in the previous section, we were un-
able to resolve the high-density part of the radial density
profile due to the core motion. However, an indirect com-
parison between the radial distribution of particles in the
MF and MD was made using the radial distribution func-
tion. The MF radial distribution function CMF (x) was
computed as
CMF (x) =
1
4πx2
∫
ρ(x′)ρ(x+ x′)dx′. (5)
The good agreement between the MF and the MD radial
distribution functions is illustrated in Fig. 6. This indi-
cates that the mutual distribution of particles is correctly
predicted by the MF theory.
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FIG. 5: The MD velocity distribution functions W (u) of a
core-halo state with ǫ = −0.339 (solid line) and a uniform
state with ǫ = −0.3 (dashed line). In both cases N = 250.
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FIG. 6: MF (dashed line) and MD (solid line) radial distri-
bution functions C(x) of a core-halo state with ǫ = 0.25. The
step at x = 1 in the MF C(x) is caused by the localization
of the core exactly at x = 0 and a sharp boundary of the
container.
To summarize, for all the quantities considered, we ob-
served no systematic deviations between the MF theory
and the MD data.
COLLAPSE
According to the MF theory, if the energy of the uni-
form state becomes lower than ǫcoll ≈ −0.339, the system
should undergo a collapse to a core-halo state. To study
the collapse, we considered several uniform systems with
the energies ranging between ǫ = −0.5 and ǫ = −0.3. The
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FIG. 7: Time dependence of the kinetic energy ǫkin (top) and
the virial variable σ (bottom) of the collapsing uniform state
with ǫ = −0.5 and N = 125. The dashed horizontal lines indi-
cate the equilibrium values of ǫkin and σ of the corresponding
core-halo state. The data is averaged over δτ = 100 time
intervals.
systems were initialized according to the MF density dis-
tributions. For systems with ǫ < ǫcoll the particles were
distributed according to the MF density profile for ǫcoll.
In a perfect agreement with the MF theory, a uniform
state with ǫ < ǫcoll undergoes a gradual transition to a
core-halo state with a typical timescale of τcoll ∼ 10
4 for
N = 125 – 250 particles. An example of the time depen-
dence of the kinetic energy and the virial variable for a
collapsing system is shown in Fig. 7. We observe that if
the number of particles is increased but the rescaled en-
ergy ǫ is kept fixed, it takes generally longer time for the
collapse to be complete. Our results (see Fig. 8) quali-
tatively confirm that the characteristic time for the full
collapse scales as τr [11]. A quantitative study of the
dependence of the collapse dynamics on the number of
particles requires much faster simulation code, however.
In the above examples, the energy was set to ǫ = −0.5
which is well below ǫcoll ≈ −0.339, and as a consequence
the collapse started immediately at τ = 0 in all simu-
lation runs. If the system energy is ǫcoll, the noticeable
increase in kinetic energy and decrease of the virial vari-
able, characteristic for collapse, start not exactly at τ = 0
but with a small delay (Fig. 9) which varies from run to
run from almost zero to about τ ≈ 1500. This indicates
that the MD system is able to overcome the metastability
at or near ǫcoll. The observed uncertainty is likely due to
the relatively small number of particles.
As we increase the energy above ǫcoll, the stability of
the uniform state increases which results in a longer life-
time of such state with respect to collapse. In Fig. 10, an
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FIG. 8: Collapse in systems with ǫ = −0.5 and different
numbers of particles, N = 125 (dashed line) and N = 250
(solid line), shown in relaxation time units, τ lnN/N [11].
Horizontal line shows the kinetic energy of the target core-
halo state. The data is averaged over δτ = 100 time intervals.
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FIG. 9: Plots of the kinetic energy ǫkin (top) and the virial
variable σ (bottom) vs time τ for a system with ǫ = ǫcoll ≈
−0.339 and N = 250.The data is averaged over δτ = 100 time
intervals.
evolution of a system with ǫ = −0.3 is shown. The system
stays in the uniform state for about δτ ≈ 5000 before the
collapse starts, after which the evolution proceeds qual-
itatively similar to the collapses in systems with lower
energies.
To compare the temporal evolution of the kinetic en-
ergy, virial variable, and the number of core particles, the
relative variables ǫ′kin(τ), σ
′
kin(τ), and N
′
core(τ), all de-
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FIG. 10: Plots of the kinetic energy ǫkin (top) and virial
variable σ (bottom) vs time τ for a system with ǫ = −0.3 and
N = 250. The data is averaged over δτ = 100 time intervals.
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FIG. 11: Plots of the relative values of (from top to the
bottom) number of core particles N ′core(τ ), virial variable
σ′kin(τ ), and kinetic energy ǫ
′
kin(τ ) for the system with ǫ =
−0.339 and N = 250.
fined as ǫ′kin(t) = [ǫkin(t)−ǫkin(u)]/[ǫkin(c−h)−ǫkin(u)],
are plotted in Fig.11. The values ǫkin(u) and ǫkin(c− h)
correspond to the uniform and core-halo states in equi-
librium.
Figure 11 indicates that during the initial stages of col-
lapse the core grows faster than the kinetic energy and
the virial variable. In addition, one can notice large re-
versible fluctuations in the number of core particles (the
core grows up to 12% of its final value and then disap-
pears) that are not matched by comparable scale fluctu-
ations in the kinetic energy or virial variable. All these
observations suggest that the density evolution causing
the core formation plays the leading role in the process
of collapse while the relaxation of kinetic energy follows.
Once the collapse has started, the core grows to about a
half of its final size in only δτcore ∼ 10
3 for systems with
N = 125 – 500 particles, while the changes in kinetic
energy during this interval of time are small. After this
rapid initial stage the system relaxes more slowly, and
finally after τcoll ∼ 10
5 reaches the equilibrium core-halo
state. Our observations strongly suggest that the growth
of the core takes place through a sequential absorption of
single particles rather than through hierarchical merging
of smaller cores: We never detected other cores contain-
ing more than two particles. Although the kinetic energy
relaxation trails behind the the core formation, the veloc-
ity distribution function remains Maxwellian throughout
the whole evolution with the temperature corresponding
to the corresponding value of the kinetic energy. This
is caused by the fast velocity relaxation (τvel ≤ 1) as
discussed in the previous section.
EXPLOSION
It is natural to assume that if a system exhibits a col-
lapse, it should also exhibit an explosion which is the
reverse to the collapse transition. According to the MF
theory, such explosion should take place when the core-
halo state becomes unstable, i.e., when ǫ ≥ ǫexpl ≈ 0.267.
To check this prediction, we initialized the MD system
according to the MF equilibrium core-halo state and fol-
lowed its evolution. As in the study of the collapse, for
initial states with ǫ > ǫexpl we used the MF density pro-
files of the highest energy locally stable state, i.e. of the
state with ǫ = ǫexpl.
We observe that a system with sufficiently high energy,
such as ǫ = 0.5 in Fig. 12 or ǫ = 0.4 in Fig. 13, indeed
undergoes an explosion which brings it to the uniform
equilibrium state. During such an explosion, the state
variables such as kinetic energy and virial variable con-
tinuously change from their equilibrium core-halo state
values to the uniform state ones, and the core gradually
sheds particles until only one particle is left. The main
features of an explosion (Figs. 12 and 13) resemble those
of a time-reversed collapse. The kinetic energy evolves
relatively uniformly, while the number of core particles
changes only slightly during the first stages of evolution
and rapidly decreases at the final stages. In the example
presented in Fig. 12, the explosion is complete after the
time texpl ≈ 15000, which is noticeably less than the time
for a collapse tcoll ≈ 10
5 (see Fig. 8) for a system having
the same number of particles (N = 250). However, the
latter is rather vaguely defined due to larger fluctuations
in a core-halo than in a uniform state.
Similarly to a collapse, the system remains thermal-
ized in the velocity space during an explosion. The ve-
locity distribution remains Maxwellian throughout the
evolution with the temperature corresponding to the cur-
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FIG. 12: Plots of the kinetic energy ǫ′kin(τ ) (top) and rel-
ative number of core particles N ′core(τ ) (bottom) (defined as
in Fig. 11) vs time τ for a system with ǫ = 0.5 and N = 250.
The kinetic energy is averaged over δτ = 100 time intervals.
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FIG. 13: Same as in Fig. 13 but for ǫ = 0.4.
rent value of kinetic energy. As an illustration, Fig. 14
shows the ratio of the moments of velocity distribution,
19〈v2〉2/5〈v4〉, which should be 1 for a Gaussian distri-
bution.
However, as it is evident from a comparison between
the Figs. 12 and 13, as ǫ gets closer to ǫexpl the explosion
takes longer to initiate. We have observed, that even for
ǫ = 0.3, which is noticeably larger than ǫexpl ≈ 0.267,
the explosion does not happen during the first τ = 30000
of evolution. This suggests that either the MF value for
ǫexpl is incorrect, or during the incitation of the system
we somehow prepare the system not exactly in the equi-
librium (metastable) core-halo state. If the latter is the
case, a deviation from the equilibrium most probably
takes place in the core, as because of its compactness,
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FIG. 14: Plot of he ratio of the moments of velocity distribu-
tion, 19〈v2〉2/5〈v4〉, vs.time τ for a system with ǫ = 0.5 and
N = 250.
its equilibration with the rest of the system may take a
rather long time. Using the current MD setup, we were
unable to determine a reason for this apparent discrep-
ancy.
CONCLUSION
In the previous sections we have presented the follow-
ing molecular dynamics results for the self-attracting sys-
tems with soft Coulomb potential:
1. A collapse from a uniform to a core-halo state was
observed. The timescale for the collapse in sys-
tems consisting of 125 – 500 particles is of order of
105 crossing times and is by the same factor longer
than the timescale of the velocity relaxation. The
collapse starts with a fast growth of a core via
absorption of single particles and continues with
more gradual relaxation towards an equilibrium
core-halo state. Metastable states exhibit a finite
lifetime before collapsing.
2. A reverse to collapse, i.e., an explosion transition
from a core-halo to a
uniform state was observed. The explosion time is
considerably shorter than the collapse time, being
of the order of 104 crossing times (125 – 500 parti-
cles). An explosion resembles a time-reversed col-
lapse; the core decrease, which happens by shed-
ding individual particles, is trailing the kinetic en-
ergy evolution till the last stages, when the core
rapidly disappears.
3. Such molecular dynamics characteristics of the
equilibrium or the metastable uniform and core-
9halo states as kinetic energy, wall pressure, num-
ber of core particles, particle-particle radial distri-
bution function and velocity distribution function,
are found to be equal within the statistical uncer-
tainty of the molecular dynamics measurements to
the corresponding mean field predictions.
The long collapse time observed in our simulations
appears to be an explanation for the apparent discrep-
ancy between the phase diagram presented in [13] and
the mean field phase diagram (see, for example, [10]).
The relaxation time allowed in [13] before the measure-
ments of what was considered to be a steady state,
trel = 3N/|EN |
3/2, which is apparently equivalent to
τrel < 1, is by far insufficient for a system to collapse.
Therefore, the discontinuities in caloric curves β vs ǫ, typ-
ical for collapse and explosion gravitational transitions,
were not observed in [13].
Although we considered systems only with the soft
Coulomb potential, we speculate that a likewise simi-
larity between the mean field and molecular dynamics
equilibrium properties of the core-halo state exists for
all ”soft” long-range (like a Fourier-truncated Coulomb)
potentials. This is so because all soft potentials are effec-
tively longer-ranged than the bare Coulomb one. How-
ever, the core-halo state in the system with a ”harder”
short-range cutoff may have completely different proper-
ties from the one considered above, and its mean field
theory may be inadequate. As for the uniform states,
their properties are virtually independent on the nature
of the cutoff (see, for example, [10]) and their mean-field
description is universally correct.
The main goal in the paper was to check the existence
of collapses and explosions and the validity of the mean
field data for the self-gravitating systems with short-
range cutoff. For this goal one or few molecular dy-
namics runs for each considered system were sufficient.
However, to be able to study the dynamical features of
collapses and explosion in more detail and to compare
the simulations results to various theoretical models, one
needs to study the relaxation averaged over many ini-
tial configuration. For example, an interesting question
is whether a collapse (or an explosion) indeed consists
of two stages; the first fast stage of collisionless ”vio-
lent relaxation” with particle number-independent rate,
and the slower second stage of soft collisional relaxation
with characteristic time τr (see, for example, [11] and
references therein). Another important question is to re-
solve the apparent contradiction between the mean field
prediction for ǫexpl and the molecular dynamics observa-
tions, outlined at the end of the previous section. Such
studies require a more efficient computation code. The
main improvement possibly coming from a better force
calculator that may include various mean-field-like po-
tential expansions, which are qualitatively justified by
this study. We leave this for the future research.
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